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In this article,I analyze 2 case studies of television advertising campaignsfor bank-

ing services during the 1970s and early I9B0s in Hong Kong, those of Hang Seng

Bank and HongkongBank. Advertisingfrom this period saw consumer society emerge

as traditional values and themes were adjusted to fit the imperatives of capitalism.
The earlier Hang Seng Bank campaignfocused on the traditional banking practice of
saving, encouraging customers to work hard and gradually accumulate wealth. The

later HongkongBankcampaign encouraged spending, immediate gratification ofma-
terial desires, and symbolic status achieved through acquisition of goods. As the case

studies show, this process entailed the reconfiguration of traditional Chinese values

to accommodqte the arrival of consumerism in Hong Kong, a Chinese society.

The consumer society arises out of the ashes of traditional culture, which are charac-

terized by relatively fixed forms for the satisfaction of needs ... . The consumer soci-
ety does not set up its own fixed models of behavior to replace traditional ones but
rather constructs, through marketing and advertising, successive waves of associa-

tions between persons, products, and images of well-being in an endless series of sug-
gestions about the possible routes to happiness and success.

Leiss, Kline, and Jhally (1990, p.287)
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The functions of advertising have been understood from a number of theoretical
perspectives, which range from a focus on the 'Justifiable goal" of providing
consumers with information of "social value" (Sandage, 1972/1989, p. 6) to
Marxist understandings that emphasize ideological functions such as the cre-

ation of a commodity-self and the promotion of a consumption-based society
through advertising (Ewen, 1976). Examining two television advertising cam-
paigns for the banking services of Hang Seng Bank (HSB) and HongkongBank
(HKB) during the 1970s and early 1980s in Hong Kong, I show how economic
and cultural shifts in Hong Kong were reflected at the discursive level. I argue

that the development of consumer culture in Hong Kong required the modifica-
tion of many traditional Chinese values. This article demonstrates how specific
advertisements reflect changes toward values that integrate global trends in the

banking business and are more amenable to consumerism. Because Hong Kong
was the first Chinese society to experience a fulI and direct encounter with con-
sumerism from the West, this study reveals the terms of the initial adjustment of
Chinese values and ideals in response to consumer imperatives.

ADVERTISING DISCOURSE, CONSUMER CULTURE,
AND SOCIAL CHANGE

The position here is between a strictly Marxist stance viewing advertising as a form
of ideological and social control usedby elites to manipulate the masses and a clas-

sical liberal position supporting the argument that advertising is a social good be-

cause "it is a proper and justifiable social goal to help consumers maximize their
satisfaction" (Sandage, 197211989 ,p. 6). Critical scholars such as Ewen ( I 976) ob-
served that to survive in a healthy form, capitalism must increase production and

consumption, and advertising is arguably the fundamental means of doing this,
through the "creation of desires and habits" (p.37). Along these lines, Leiss et al.
(1990) perceived that advertising functions to "appropriate and transform a vast

range of symbols and ideas" (p. 5). Like their work, this article is based on the idea

that advertising is a privileged discourse that appropriates, recirculates, and modi-
fies cultural symbols.

This article focuses specifically on Hong Kong advertising as a means of explor-
ing Hong Kong culture and history. It takes a cultural studies position, with adver-
tising as the information system on which consumption is based (Slater, 1997) and
that influences consumer needs and habits by conveying messages communicating
meaning, values, and ideology. Bocock (1993) emphasized this role of advertising
in furthering consumption:

Modem consumerism ... depends upon its specific set ofvalues becoming acceptable

and comprehensible among sufficient groups of people so that sales of consumer



products can be made. These consumption-oriented values have to include those
which either allow, or actively encourage, the purchase of the goods and experiences

on offer. (p. 54)

The close textual analysis undertaken here reinforces the idea that the impera-
tives of advertising in terms of its ideological functions will be to a large extent
the same no matter what culture, society, or country they are placed into. This
study of the development of banking advertising provides an excellent example
of this phenomenon. In its comparative examination of two banking advertise-
ment campaigns, this article examines how the consumer society of Hong Kong
arose "out of the ashes of traditional culture" (Leiss et al., 1990, p. 287),with
traditional attitudes favoring personal sacrifice, hard work, and savings replaced
or transformed into an emphasis on borrowing, consumption, and immediate
gratification. This process can be seen as part of a larger process of globalization
of consumer culture, founded on the insights that "people's attitudes about their
finances are related to their education, and their values, not ... their nationali-
ties" (Barnet & Cavanagh, 1994, p. 376) and that such attitudes can be influ-
enced in any part of the world by advertising and expanded banking services
that encourage spending and debt.

Barnet andCavanagh(Igg4) offered a rich detailed history of the rise of infor-
mation technology enabling financial transactions via global electronic networks
and of the development of the multinational banking business with emphasis on the
"financing of consumption rather than on the financing of production" (p. 383).
With regard to this global trend toward the financing of consumption in terms of
transfers through electronic data, credit cards, and debt in modern consumer soci-
ety, scholars such as Baudrillard (1988), Bocock (1993), Lunt and Livingstone
(1992), and Ritzer (1995) provided insightful ideological critiques. The close tex-
tual analysis undertaken here employs the ideas discussed in their works and exam-
ines the use of ideological themes and cultural values to convey images of desired
behavior, the good life, and the goals and aspirations of individuals within society.
The projection as found in the banking advertising of Hong Kong reflects not only
the rise of consumer culture in a Chinese society but also the values and practices

necessary in a global modern consumer society.

DEVELOPMENT OF HONG KONG SOCIETY.
TELEVISION, AND ADVERTISING

Although Hong Kong was under British colonial rule from 1841 to 1997,ithas al-
ways been a part of China geographically. As local sociologists Lau and Kuan
(1988) observed, Hong Kong "still shares many of the same cultural characteris-
tics" (p. 33) with China even today. However, it is "generally agreed among schol-



ars and observers that ... the boundary between traditional and modern becomes

blurred" (p. 3) in Hong Kong beginning in the late 1960s. At that time, "the diver-
gence in the paths of development between Hong Kong and China intensified" (p.

l). Since the 1970s, Hong Kong has undergone rapid social change toward "an in-
dustrializing, modernizing and predominantly urban society exposed to Western
acculturation and immersed in cosmopolitanism" (p. 33).

Three strands of development in Hong Kong worked together to make the
1970s a key decade of growth toward consumer society. This decade saw rapid
changes in levels of production, in increased wages, and in the spread of televi-
sion to virtually all Hong Kong households (Leung, 1996). The flourishing of
advertising cannot occur without the industrialization of a society, as the cases

in Great Britain and the United States illustrate (see Lears, 1994; Marchand,
1985; Richards, 1990). As Sze (1997) pointed out, the popularity of Hong Kong
television began with the establishment in November 196l of Hong Kong Tele-
vision Broadcasts (TVB), the first wireless television station in Hong Kong. By
1968, the home penetration rate reached 12.3%; by 1971, 60.6%; by 1975,

88.8% (Hong Kong Television Advisory Board, 1967-1987). With this back-
ground, the television commercials throughout the 1970s are well positioned to
reflect and project the changes of the society as the traditional culture interacted
with the newly evolving values.

According to Yiu's (1997) classification of the important developmental stages

of the Hong Kong economy, the period of industrial growth and diversification in
Hong Kong lasted from 1960 through 1979 andwas followed by a period of indus-
trial transformation in the post- 1980 era. During the period from the 1970s through
the 1980s, when the banking advertisements analyzed here were produced, Hong
Kong was rapidly becoming an affluent, fully developed capitalist society. Televi-
sion advertising in Hong Kong thus became dominant as the society completed its
growth and diversification stage and remained dominant through the industrial
transformation stage.

The success ofHong Kong in moving rapidly through the stages of economic de-

velopment to a stage of relative affluence also provided the population with some

disposable income and further contributed to the health of the advertising industry
by providingalargepercentage of workers with adequate means for consumption.
Leung (1996) referred to the period following the mid-l970s as one of structural
change, marked by "the increasing affluence of the community, the rising educa-

tional attainment of the population, and the expansion of the financial and service
sectors" (p. 1 1). These changes brought about the "birth of a new middle class" (p.

12), which had a different set of attitudes and social aspirations and a different life-
style from manual laborers. With these developments in the economy, television
availability, and the rise of the middle class, the 1970s and early 1980s saw the al-
teration and replacement of traditional Chinese values in Hong Kong and their re-
combination with Western attitudes toward consumption (Leung, 1996), a process



that can clearly be seen through comparative examination ofthe two banking cam-
paigns during this period.

SELECTION OF THE CASE STUDIES

This study ofbanking advertisements of HSB and HKB provides an excellent illus-
tration of how traditional values change toward those more amenable to consumer-
ism. The two selected case studies show that traditional Chinese values in financial
practice that did not conform to the "organic necessities" (Sinclair, 1987, p. 24) of
advertising within the capitalist system were reconfigured as Hong Kong devel-
oped into an advanced capitalist economy. It is easy to see how the traditional Chi-
nese value of saving money directly contradicts the capitalist imperative of spend-
ing and acquisition as the signs ofwealth and success. Television advertising is one

of the most powerful media to provoke the desire of the audience and encourage
habits of consumption and gratification that are in effect the opposite of the tradi-
tional Chinese way of thinking, which emphasized self-denial and self-sacrifice as

the means of saving money and acquiring increasing wealth.
The two case studies examined here illustrate two quite distinct strategies based

on two different sets of values and ideals. The first campaign, that of HSB, ran
throughoutthe l9T0sandwasaccompaniedbycorporatesponsorshipofeducational
programs in elementary schools to further establish a corporate identity tied heavily
to the Chinese community in Hong Kong. By the 1980s, both the educational pro-
grams and highly visible thematic television advertising campaigns ofHSB had vir-
tually disappeared. On the other hand, whereas earlier HKB ads such as "Cartoon
Lion" (197 2) and "Vicky Wong" (191 5) were simple and direct, they did not make
references to social values, either traditional or consumerist. In the 1980s, HKB be-
gan to turn more toward new consumerist values within their advertisements, focus-
ing ontechnological innovations and changes inbanking services andproducts. The
HKB ads fornew services andtechnologies incorporatedvalues incompatible with
traditional Chinese attitudes toward saving, whereas HSB television advertising all
but disappeared from view. Thus, although some of the difference between the strat-
egies observed here can be attributed to the different corporate images and brand
identities of the two banks, the focus of argument is on the historical shift ofvalues
requiredbythe encroachmentofconsumerisminto HongKong society.Infact, there
are no ongoing television banking campaigns after the 1970s that incorporate tradi-
tional Chinese values as did the HSB ads of the 1970s.

All the advertisements analyzed in this article were taken from the commercial
historical archives of these two banks. HKB archivists kept a complete set of their
advertisements throughout the period under examination. HSB records of advertis-
ing campaigns were less well kept, and information on production dates was in
some cases estimated based on Hang Seng: The Evergrowing Bank (Chambers,



1991). Although the set of advertisements analyzedmay not be complete, it is cer-

tainly representative of the style and themes taken up by the bank at the time. Be-
cause so many ads madeup each campaign and space does not allow close examina-
tion of each ad, sample advertisements representative ofthe whole were chosen for
close analysis. In addition, brief informational ads that plainly describe products
and services were not selected for close analysis.

Although the shift ofvalues as reflected in the campaigns ofboth banks is at least
in small part due to the different advertising strategies ofthe two banks, the appear-
ance of the 1980s HKB campaigns also reflected the society that was emerging in
Hong Kong at that time. Thus, this chronological juxtaposition of the HSB cam-
paign of the 1970s and the HKB campaign starting in the 1980s is perfectly situated
historically to illustrate the rapidity and thoroughness of the cultural change under
discussion. The examination of these campaigns provides clear evidence that the

development ofmodern methods in the banking industry, along with the emergence
of consumer culture, required the rejection of traditional Chinese values, which
were rapidly replaced by Western-derived notions of acceptable practices, honor-
able behavior, and the good life according to the messages underlying those cam-
paigns. Values shifted from a focus on savings to encouraging borrowing, from
self-reliance to reliance on bank loans, from hard work to easy spending, from real
to symbolic status, and from harmony with nature to focus on material goods.

HSB: EDUCATING THE EXCELLENT VIRTUE
OF SAVING

The name Hang Seng BankinCantonese means "ever-growing bank," and the his-
tory of the development of the company has followed the name. The bank was orig-
inally founded as Hang Seng Ngan Ho by S. H. Ho and three business partners in
1933. Under the leadership and influence of Ho, the philosophy of the bankupheld
traditional Chinese values throughout the 1970s. The advertising strategy of HSB
thus relied on references to Chinese philosophical elements such as the importance
of knowledge and experience and the value of hard work. Under Ho's leadership,

by the end of the 1970s, HSB was the second-largest bank in Hong Kong, with only
HKB larger (Chambers, I 99 1). The bank was important to the development of Chi-
nese businesses and worked primarily with Chinese people as Hong Kong grew
into an industrialized society. Compared to other non-Chinese banks such as HKB,
HSB represented a reputable and stable banking outlet where Chinese customers
felt comfortable because both bank and customers shared common traditional Chi-
nese values. Throughout the early decades ofthe life of the bank, the philosophy of
giving something back to the society was reflected through the charity actions and

advertisements of HSB that emphasized hard work and close-knit community as

the means to achieve a better life.



The Virtue of Saving

Throughout the television ads of HSB, references to Chinese values, philosophical
issues, practices of life, and Confucianism were included as the primary elements
ofpersuasive appeal. For example, one ad used the occasion of Chinese New Year
(CNY) to present its central character and spokesperson as the God of Fortune (see

Figure 1). The God of Fortune greeted viewers with a five-character poem wishing
people a happy and prosperous new year. The poem represented a traditional type
of Chinese life practice and translates as "practice saving in the teenage years, work
energetically when you are still young, then in your middle life you will get every-
thing for your life, and in old age you will have a huppy family life." The key mes-

sage of the adapart from the simple and literal greeting for CNY reflected some of
the principles of HSB at that time. The merit and practices directed to viewers were
those found in Chinese traditional thinking and values. As Feng (1988) summa-
rized, "Chinese traditional values include not only Confucian social ethical values,

but also Taoistic natural ethical values" (p. 58). Social ethical values can include
"love of one's fellow men [and] honestSr" (p. 58), and natural ethical values can re-
fer to "self-regulation, self-enrichment, [and] self-prudence" (p. 58). Clearly, the

ad preached to the audience on the righteousness of Chinese traditional values of
"self with other, with society, and with nature" (p. 58). These values were linked
abstractly with the security of savings, such that money represented peace and sta-

FIGURE 1 God of Fortune, Hang Seng Bank, 1973.
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FIGURE 2 Little Water Drop, Hang Seng Bank, 1972.

bility rather than the elements of choice, leisure, and purchasing power that were
emphasized in the later HKB campaign.

Two additional HSB ads from the 1970s illustrate the emphasis the bank placed
on savings as a personal practice connected with the broader traditional Chinese
values just described. One of their very early ads, Little Water Drop (see Figure 2),
produced around 19J2, illustrated the virtue of saving by using metaphor accompa-
nied by a musical jingle. The jingle included the line "even a little water drop can
gather into an ocean. Even a grain of sand can build the land." The visual provided a

match for the jingle, opening with three young children chasing their puppy on the
beach and flying a kite. The visual cut to an image of a drop ofwater while the jingle
was about the little water drop. The water drop was superimposed onto a visual of a
big waterfall, and the waterfall cut to the ocean, providing the literal visual repre-
sentation of the jingle lyrics. Next, some floating sand was shown, and it formed a
pile that bec ame a piece of land. The images of the ocean and the land were intercut
with each other, and then the visual returned to the children playing in the sand.

Finally, the male voice-over statedthat "accumulation from very small canbecome
very great. Hang Seng Bank can arrange a happy life for you."

Sandinthe ad is not only ametaphor for savings but also a familiarplaything that
may invoke fond memories or hopes of future fun times. As Lunt and Livingstone
(1992) noted, "attitudes to finances reflect more general underlying values which
guide people's attitudes and behaviours in many life domains" (p. I 19). As can be

seen in this ad, the emphasis was on dependable growth from a small amount to an



exaggerated large amount (a whole ocean), suggesting that full success and happi-
ness can be found through the simple practice of saving. This traditional attitude to-
ward money and the personal financial practices that will bring success, as well as

the type of success that is depicted, are in clear contrast to laterbanking ads in Hong
Kong. Not only did the HSB ad focus on traditional values and practices connected
with money, it also depicted success as simple enjoyment of life unrelated to con-
sumption of goods. The kite, an item that can be purchased for a very small price or
even made by hand, was the only consumer item that appeared in the ad. The chil-
dren played together in a natural setting, enjoying each other and natural elements,
and they used their imagination and energy to create fun.

The Value of Hard Work

An ad produced for the 40th anniversary of the HSB (see Figure 3) in 1973 drew on
the same themes used in the earlier ads but placed even more emphasis on the idea
ofworking with Hong Kong people to ensure a better future through mutual efforts.
This ad included many images of building construction in the city, on the harbor,
and so forth, generally giving the impression of the hustle andbustle of the society
as it progressed into its more modernized form. The streets were filled with vehi-
cles, airplanes flew overhead, and ships sailed through the harbor. These images
were contrasted with images of a farmer plowing land with a single ox. The contrast

FIGURE 3 Hang Seng Bank 40th Anniversary,1973.



implied that society had developed quite far from the old farming method to the
more modern symbols of high-rise buildings and airplanes. However, it also
seemed to suggest that the farmer provides both nourishment and a solid past on
which the development is based. The visuals are somewhat open to interpretation as

to the position and meaning ofthe farmer in relation to the modern city, but the ver-
bal text provided the anchor for these floating signifiers. It said, "energetic Hong
Kong, progressive Hong Kong, it all depends on cultivation and hard work."

The second part of the ad again depicted the farmer working with the ox, plow-
ing a row for planting. This visual was intercut with an image of a paved road. The
camera kept moving forward, making the road pass quickly under the viewer's
eyes. Meanwhile, the background music was fast paced and enhanced the feeling of
forward movement. Subtitles read "with cultivation, with harvest, with hard work,
with future." The ad closed with the moving road image again, along with the HSB
logo. Thus, progress and future were re-emphasized as the central themes of the ad

but were connected with traditional values. As a whole, the ad conveyed the idea
that ifpeople work hard, they can have a good future, just as Hong Kong as a society
did in moving from simple farming techniques to an industrializedand modern city
in just a short time. The bank subtly associated itself with the progress that Hong
Kong made toward a happy, prosperous future but again did not mention material
goods that can be obtained with money, or any of its services, advantages over com-
petitors, and so forth.

Whereas the 40th anniversary ad just described conveyed a general message

about hard work applicable to the whole society of Hong Kong, a later example
took a much more personal approach. This ad focused on a blue-collar worker (see

Figure 4) telling his story in images without voice-over narration. The story started
with a man working on a pier unloading stock from boats. He passed a truck in
which the driver was taking a rest in the cab and seemed to envy the truck driver.
The following scene showed a group of pier workers gathered together and gam-

bling for fun. The visual zoomed away to the central protagonist, who was eating
lunch alone. He took out his HSB passbook and smiled in satisfaction. Then, the vi-
sual cut to the next scene, which showed a new truck with the young man inside. His
friend congratulated him on having his own truck. Next, he was shown delivering
goods and then instructing workers. Instead of wearing the simple t-shirt he had
been wearing, he was wearing a work shirt with buttons and pockets. He inspected a
row oftrucks, and his former colleague cleaned them and called him "boss." The vi-
sual ended with a shot of him inspecting the trucks, and a male voice-over provided
the only anchoring words in the ad: "It is not just luck to be a success. It is about hard
work and ability." This ad illustrated and praised the value of hard work and pro-
moted the traditional belief that if you work hard you can achieve success in life.
Success is defined purely as position rather than as the purchase ofgoods or enjoy-
ment of leisure time. The content of this ad and the others reflects a produc-
tion-based rather than a consumption-based society and reflects the traditional val-
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FIGURE 4 Truck Driver, Hang Seng Bank, 1979.

ues of self-reliance, hard work, harmonious family and society, and gradual

accumulation toward security and position.
As Ritzer (1995) pointed out, banks traditionally tried to get people to be

debt-free and to engage in the practice of saving. The HSB ads in this direction
could easily follow both the banking tradition and the tradition of Chinese values

because they were together in their concept that hard work and saving were the cor-
rect path to wealth and happiness. This theme of saving and hard work in the HSB
ads continued through the mid- 1970s. The ads used very similar techniques by link-
ing the idea of saving and hard work with the idea of happiness and personal satis-

faction, without any reference to consumer goods or the ideas and practices of con-
sumption. They also subtly conveyed the idea of harmony between people and

nature. Happiness was depicted as simple enjoyment of family members or friends
in a peaceful or familiar setting. There was no reference at all to what the accumu-
lated money could buy in the material sense. The only "good" depicted was the en-
joymentofasimple life inharmonywithnature. The attitudetowardthe importance
of hard work and the link between saving and future happiness were easily con-

nected through the traditional values referenced in the ads.

HKB: PROMOTING THE PLEASURE OF BORROWING

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation's HongkongBank (HKB) was

founded in 1865 by a group of British and foreign businessmen in Hong Kong



shortly after the end of the Second Sino-British War (King, 1991). The name in
Chinese, Wayfoong, means in the literal senss "a focus on wealth." It was the sole
British overseas bank that had its headquarters in Hong Kong, and by 1900 it had
become the dominant local bank as well as very powerful in China. As a sort of cen-
tral bank, which produces most of the local currency, it serves as the main bank of
the Hong Kong government. Unlike HSB, HKB does not have any special commit-
ment toward the Hong Kong Chinese community but rather distinguishes itself as a

British-owned bank (King, 1991). The HKB campaigns project a more Western-
ized image and focus more on the commercial purposes, services, and values re-
lated to consumption. Their early 1980s campaigns picked up the technological de-
velopment, diversification of banking services, and economic transformation of
Hong Kong society, providing a clear contrast with the HSB campaigns described
previously. This campaign was moving toward an emphasis on symbolic status

achieved through material goods rather than actual achievement and position
gained through hard work, as in HSB campaigns.

Spending with Convenient Cash

In the electronic teller counter (ETC) campaign, the elements of ease and conve-
nience were emphasized regularly. ETC provided a computerized machine teller
that could be utilized at any time of day or night to withdraw or deposit money. This
campaign introduced the newly available service in 1980. Because ETC was a new
service, the ads focused on what it was, how to apply for it, and what it provided to
the user. Sword Man (see Figure 5) depicted a character taken from a popular televi-
sion epic at the time, performed by Cheng Siu-tsau. The ad first stated the problem
that sometimes a person needs money at an awkward time when the bank is closed.
The setting was at night outside one ofthe bank branches where the television char-
acter was attacked by several people. He pulled out the ETC card, put it into the
bank machine slot, and punched his code number with one hand while defending
himself from the attackers with the other. When the money appeared, he addressed

the audience, saying, "so easy you can do it with one hand." From this very first
ETC ad, the emphasis was on withdrawal rather than deposit of funds. The service
itself leads to a more casual attitude toward spending, as it eliminates the need to
plan how much money to keep on hand for likely expenditures, and the ad pushed

the consumer even further in this direction, indicating that the card is 'Just like
money in your pocket" and removing the connection between work and money as

well as the connection between what you put into the account and what you can take

out. The emphasis on ease and convenience carries with it a lack of concern for how
much money is spent and with what frequency.

Anotherad fromthe same campaign, Amah (Chinese domestic helper), more lit-
erally made the connection between the convenience of the machine and spending.
This ad (see Figure 6) depictedanAmah withthe male voice-over saying that some-



FIGURE 5 Sword Man, HongkongBank, 1980.

FIGURE 6 Amah, HongkongBank, 1980.
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times you need cash for a holiday. The Amah got out of her boss's Rolls Royce and
directly addressed the audience, saying how easy it is to use ETC. She demon-
strated using the card to get cash, saying "now you can have cash seven days a
week. Otherwise, how could I get enough to spend?" Thus the ad emphasized that
the function of the machine is to make withdrawal more convenient and potentially
more frequent. The deposit function was not mentioned in this or any of the other
ads in the introductory campaign. Rather, convenience was mentioned over and
over, and ETC was linked with the ideas of instant cash and spending money.

Unlike the HSB commercials discussed previously, these campaigns made no
mention of hard work and certainly were not promoting saving as a valuable prac-
tice. The virtues of saving and hard work have disappeared in these HKB ads, re-
placed by a new set of values emerging in the procredit era. These new values of
consumption and easy spending were further developed and emphasized in the

HKB campaigns for VISA@ Card and personal installment loans (PIL).

Encouragement of Casual Consumption Through
the Credit Card

As Ritzer (1995) pointed out, the credit card is now an American icon that "is trea-

sured, even worshipped, in the United States and, increasingly throughout the rest

ofthe world" (p. 1). Because much ofthe consumption and lifestyle development in
the society of Hong Kong has followed the experience of the West (Leung,1996),
the credit card phenomenon eventually evolved in Hong Kong, and the early 1980s

proved to be the most important phase in the development into the credit era. Fol-
lowing Simmel's (190711990) notion of the philosophy of money, Ritzer (1995)
defined the function of credit cards as "permitfting] people to spend more than they
have" (p. 3). Indeed, even in the television advertisements from the first launch of
the credit card in Hong Kong, such a depiction of casual consumption images can

be commonly found. Naturally, this new development represented a clear move
away from the traditional values depicted in the earlier HSB campaigns because

"the credit card is yet another invention ofthe banks and other financial institutions
to get people to save less and spend more" (Ritzer, 1995, p. 10).

The HKB VISA@ Card campaign introduced credit cards available from the

bank. Its first ad, launched in 1980 (see Figure 7), opened with the visual display of
the VISA@ Card with ananator saying that "this is a VISA@ Card, but not just any

VISA@ Card. It is VISA@ from HongkongBank. The international VISA@ Card

that lets you make the important purchase when you need to." The visual display of
the VISA@ Card presented the card as a sign of consumption. The credit card be-

came a sign of purchasing power and convenience that allows for consumption
without cash notes and even without savings in the bank. The consumption activi-
ties depicted in the ad included using the card to pay for dinner in a fancy restaurant



FIGURE 7 Launch of Visa@ Card, HongkongBank, 1980.

and using it to purchase household electronic appliances, clear signs of affluence
for the emerging middle class in Hong Kong.

The follow-up ad in the same year, Suit (see Figure 8), depicted more purchasing
scenarios. The narrative mentioned that this card can make any purchase so much
easier and simpler, including "things you have to buy" and "things you want to buy"
and even "the things you really do not intend to buy." In this ad the things you have
to buy were represented by household electronic appliances, the things you want to
buy were represented by a fancy hat for a woman, and the things you do not intend
to buy were represented by a toy. In the restaurant scene, the man hardly looked at

the bill but immediately put out his credit card to pay. The card was accepted hap-
pily by the waiter, whose attitude further confirmed the status of the user. This ad

presented the credit card not only as a sign of status but also as a trouble-free means

of acquisition in a variety of circumstances.
In Baudrillard's (1988) terms, this "most modern form of payment, lthat seem-

ingly can] free us from checks, cash, and even from financial difficulties at the end

of the month" (p. 34) easily lends itself to such a trouble-free representation. As
Ritzer (1995) pointed out, credit cards can "smooth out consumption by allowing
us to make purchases even when our incomes are low" fu. a). These introductory
ads depicted the advantages and convenience of the card, which allows the pur-
chase of such unnecessary items as a fancy restaurant meal and a pretty hat. As
Baudrillard stated, "in order to become an object of consumption, the object must
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FIGURE 8 Suit, HongkongBank, 1980.

become a sign" (p.22). The objects became signs ofpower, happiness, and status.

The status ofposition represented in the HSB ads was progressively replaced by the
symbolic status of credit and purchasing power. The VISA@ ads took the first step

in this process.

Ritzer ( 1995) warned about the hidden dangers of credit cards, observing thatal-
though "credit cards seem to be the means to wealth, happiness, and liberation from
our otherwise humdrum lives" (p. I 1), they actually end up serving as "instruments
of bondage locking people into a lifetime of indebtedness" (p. 11). As can be seen

from the VISA@ Card ads from HKB, although a line such as "the things you really
do not intend to buy" maybe intended as humorous, it is also an illustration of how
the card can manipulate demand. Also, by displaying different cases and problems
(e.g., from having to buy electronic appliances to wanting to buy a hat) followed by
the solution ofthe card, the ads illustrate what Baudrillard (1988) criticized in not-
ing that "everything is appropriated and simplified into the translucence of abstract
'happiness,' simply defined by the resolution of tensions" (p, 34).The images of
these ads provided an easy solution to the viewers and projected a kind of satisfac-
tory and happy picture that they could obtain by owning the card. The main reason
is that "the money involved in credit card transactions seems abstract and unreal"
(Ritzer, 1995, p. 60). Clearly the HKB ads enhanced this effect by eliminating ref-
erences to work, accumulation, and gradual growth toward security and status, ele-
ments fundamental to the traditional Chinese value system that were still present in
the HSB ads of the late 1970s.
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Although the ads did not overtly state that debt is good, they promoted associa-
tions between credit cards and material consumption that more subtly encourage
debfproducing behaviors. The move into the realm ofbuying things that are unnec-
essary and not desirable and purchasing things that are not at all considered ahead of
time placed additional focus on consumption in connection with satisfaction and
enjoyment of life. Thus, the HKB VISA@ Cardcampaign took another step toward
the values of consumption and lifestyle and away from traditional values of self-re-
liance, hard work, and saving. Although the element of debt lies unspoken behind
the mechanism of a credit card, it is not an explicit requirement of a life of consump-
tion. This step was not taken until the PIL was introduced in 1983.

The Enjoyments of Loans

In Hong Kong, as elsewhere, modernization has meant a significant shift in the pur-
poses, goals, and techniques of banking and bank advertising, such that today
"while banks are discouraging savings, they are in various ways encouraging debt"
(Ritzer, 1995,p.10). Whereas the VISA@ Card uses the idea of credit to encourage
consumption, the PIL makes debt a way of further enhancing the possibilities of
gratification through material goods. This debt concept is contradictory to tradi-
tional Chinese thinking, bringing the values espoused in the HKB ads in clear oppo-
sition to those values emphasized in the earlier HSB campaigns. Debt is not only
clearly contrary to traditional Chinese values but also a concept imported from the
West. As Lunt and Livingstone (1992) observed, in the West people believe that
"debt is a normal part of everyday life and nothing to be ashamed of' (p. 119).

Therefore, in depicting the use ofthe PIL for a wide variety of everyday and extrav-
agant expenses, the ads served as a legitimization of the practice already made ac-

ceptable in the West, showing debt as something acceptable, right, normal, or even
preferred rather than presenting the traditional Chinese view of debt as shameful.

The PIL ads focused not on the specifics ofhow to take out a loan but rather on
how the bank was acting like a friend by helping the customer. The ad (see Figure 9)
that launched this campaign, entitled, Thank You HongkongBank (1983), opened
with the scene of the harbor view from the peak. A couple was depicted watching
the sunset over the harbor and discussing something, with the conclusion, "let's ask

HongkongBank," just as apersonmay say, "let's ask our friend." The second scene

showed another couple in an electronics store. They were short of money to pur-
chase the household appliances they wanted and said they would talk to
HongkongBank. Finally, a third scene showed another young couple standing in
front of the window display of a travel agency. The visual cut to the inside of a bank
with a poster advertising the PIL. Again the visual cut to show the results of the
problems of the three couples depicted earlier. The couple who was watching the
sunset was at their wedding banquet, the electronics store couple was sitting in their



FIGURE 9 Thank You HongkongBank, 1983.

living room watching a new television, and the travel agency couple was in front of
a check-in counter at the airport. All of them said, "Thank you HongkongBank."

Advertisements help in "constructing consumers' sense of themselves as com-
posed by particular kinds of product-images" (Goldman, 1992, p.34), and these
PIL ads helped consumers imagine themselves in new situations brought about by
the consumption of goods made possible through a loan. Thus, the ads sold not only
the idea of a loan but also images of lifestyles and identities made possible by con-
sumption. The young couples desired consumer goods as the route to happiness, yet
they did not seem to work for these goods. Instead, their desires were immediately
gratified through the acquisition of debt. Again the elements of actual money, true
costs, work, and savings were eliminated from view. A happy life was depicted as

one that includes quick purchase of goods to fulfill material desires rather than one
that builds slowly toward a stable and secure lifestyle.

With the simple technique of showing a series of desires linked up with the abil-
ity of the bank to help obtain these desires immediately, before the hard work has

been done to earn them, these ads implied that debt is a good way to solve problems.
The shift here is more significant than simply encouraging the sale of a particular
service and more important than simply selling the idea of a new image of life and

lifestyle. In fact, the shift from the earlier emphasis on savings to the final stage of
the PIL ads involved a fundamental replacement ofvalues. This shift was necessary
to the successful functioning of industrial capitalism and was thus inevitable as the
economy of Hong Kong developed. The comparison ofthese two bank case studies,



with the later one used to sell a range of new technologically innovative services,

shows a dramatic shift in values and desires projected within a very small time
frame. Whereas the earlier HSB ads were free of consumer goods, the HKB cam-
paigns showed a wide range of goods, lifestyle images, and materially solvable
problems to help instill desires and encourage consumption. With the easy money
provided by loans, consumers' dreams can come true, and the practical value of the

products in terms of money and labor is no longer an issue to be considered.

Thus, through the projection of visual depiction of the ad at the symbolic level,
the PIL ads from HKB at this time reflected the society of Hong Kong as evolving
toward the modern capitalism stage. According to Bocock (1993), many societies

have a large proportion of those

Who increasingly are hooked into the culture of consumerism. This means that many
people continue to desire to be purchasers, consumers, even when they cannot afford
to buy all the things and pleasurable experiences which they might wish as a conse-
quence of seeing what is on offer in advertisements, and in television programmes

more generally. (p. 76)

By depicting debt as a norrnal activity that is acceptable in nearly any situation
where alargeexpenditure is needed or desired, the HKB ads definitely contributed
to this phenomenon that is characteristic of "Western capitalist social formations"
(Bocock, T993,p.76). Of course, the ads did not mention interest rates or fees, the

terms or methods of repayment, or the amount of money to be borrowed. They sim-
ply took consumption for granted and invited consumption with money not yet

earned. The introduction of the VISA@ Card and the PIL represents the develop-
ment of Hong Kong toward a consumption-based society. To be modern is not just
to be surrounded by goods but also to utilize modern practices and habits of con-
sumption as originally developed in the West, such that "the consumer goods and

experiences do deliver, for some, the goal of life-consuming things" (Bocock,

1993 , p. 5 I ), in Hong Kong as in the West. Not only are people no longer encour-

aged to save, but they are encouraged to go into debt to pay for the symbols of mod-
ern life. Therefore, debt in its various forms, including credit cards and bank loans,

becomes one ofthe necessities ofmodern life. To encourage debt, the ads must alter
traditional values, placing self-reliance and work in the background and presenting
goods and spending as the way to achieve happiness.

CONCLUSIONS

This article has provided a comparative case study to illustrate how "consumerism

has become the practical ideology of capitalism, one which legitimates capitalism
in the daily lives and everyday practices of millions of inhabitants of western, and



other, social formations" (Bocock, 1993, p. 116). In doing so, consumerism
reconfigures the traditional values of a society with values required by capitalism
and consumption. Examples from the Hong Kong cases illustrate this phenomenon.

This analysis has shown not only that the development of capitalism requires the
abandonment or alteration of traditional values but also that the process of modern-
ization in Hong Kong was a process of Westernization, through which values and
ideals developed in the West were imported to carry out the imperatives of con-
sumer capitalism. In Hong Kong, modern consumer culture truly arose from the
ashes oftraditional culture, bringing with it a change not only in habits of consump-
tion but also in fundamental cultural values and ideals. In examining these rela-
tions, this article has explicated the ideological functions and meanings of advertis-
ing that contributed to the fertilization and sustenance of the life of the capitalist
system in Hong Kong.
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